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Thanksgiving is about celebrating the Harvest & other blessings of the past year. It’s also

a time to give thanks to people or things for which they are thankful. Most people show a lot of

gratitude on this day. Some people are thankful for their family, food, & friends. Some people are

thankful for the qualities within themselves. For me, I am thankful for the qualities that I have.

The qualities that I am thankful for are my creativity, my humor, & my ability to be imaginative.

I find that I could be very creative in art. When creating things, I have many ideas

floating around in my head. It’s really hard for me to stick with one thing & not want to change a

few other things. I’m Thankful for my humor because I tend to make people laugh in any

situation there is, even in a serious situation. When I have conversations with people, I do make

jokes using something to make them laugh. Almost everyone who knows me, knows I could be a

comedian when I want to be. My last quality that I’m thankful for is being imaginative. I always

think about things that could happen if something were to randomly pop up in this world. But my

imagination also flows with my creativity. I like to think about many possible ideas when

drawing. My imagination gives me the chance to stretch my creativity. These 3 qualities really

express the way I am as a person.

Qualities are our characteristics & personality traits which reflect on who we are. It's a

great thing to be thankful for the good qualities that you have on Thanksgiving & share those

qualities with family & friends, which may help them get to know you & what you like to do.


